Genetic algorithm optimisation combined with partial least squares regression and mutual information variable selection procedures in near-infrared quantitative analysis of cotton-viscose textiles.
In this work, different approaches for variable selection are studied in the context of near-infrared (NIR) multivariate calibration of textile. First, a model-based regression method is proposed. It consists in genetic algorithm optimisation combined with partial least squares regression (GA-PLS). The second approach is a relevance measure of spectral variables based on mutual information (MI), which can be performed independently of any given regression model. As MI makes no assumption on the relationship between X and Y, non-linear methods such as feed-forward artificial neural network (ANN) are thus encouraged for modelling in a prediction context (MI-ANN). GA-PLS and MI-ANN models are developed for NIR quantitative prediction of cotton content in cotton-viscose textile samples. The results are compared to full-spectrum (480 variables) PLS model (FS-PLS). The model requires 11 latent variables and yielded a 3.74% RMS prediction error in the range 0-100%. GA-PLS provides more robust model based on 120 variables and slightly enhanced prediction performance (3.44% RMS error). Considering MI variable selection procedure, great improvement can be obtained as 12 variables only are retained. On the basis of these variables, a 12 inputs ANN model is trained and the corresponding prediction error is 3.43% RMS error.